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Introduction
Valuation of mortality risk reductions constitutes an important input to cost-benefit analysis of many environmental policies such as air pollution reducing initiatives. The welfare economic approach to valuing reductions in mortality risk requires an estimate of the individual's rate of substitution between wealth and risk (Jones-Lee et al., 1985) . Several methods can be used to estimate this trade off including stated preference (SP) methods such as contingent valuation and choice experiments. The estimated absolute value of a marginal risk reduction, defined as the Value of Statistical life (VSL) is obtained by dividing the estimated willingness to pay (WTP) by the corresponding risk reduction. While some SP studies have investigated (in)sensitivity to the magnitude of risk reduction (see e.g. Andersson et al., 2016) , studies on the effect of different but outcome equivalent presentation formats are scarce. Gyrd-Hansen et al. (2003) and others have found individuals to be sensitive to whether risk information is presented as absolute or relative risk reductions, and Zhai and Suzuki (2008) have found that the larger denominator of the fraction (e.g. 1/100 versus 10/1000), the less the WTP for a given risk reduction.
The benefit of public risk reducing initiatives can either be presented as a change in the risk of dying (expressed as frequencies or probabilities) or as the equivalent expected total number of fatalities avoided/lives saved over a given population 1 . The latter has also been termed the 'community analogy' (Calman and Royston, 1997) . To illustrate, a reduction in risk from 2 in 10,000 to 1 in 10,000 in a community with 500,000 individuals can be presented as either a standard frequency (1 in 10,000) or a relative risk reduction (50%) or presented as a 'community analogy' frequency based on the number of individuals in the community (50 fatalities avoided).
According to the assumption of procedural invariance (Tversky and Thaler, 1990) , presentation format should not matter as long as the expected outcome is the same. The risk reduction format (frequency and/or relative risk reduction) has been used in previous SP studies, see eg. Jones-Lee et al. (1985) and Alberini and Scasny (2011) , whereas the community analogy has been used for estimating WTP in eg. Andersson et al. (2016) and Rheinberger (2011) . No study has so far attempted to systematically compare the effect of these different presentation formats on the implied valuations of outcomes, and the choice of presentation format appears to be rather idiosyncratic.
There is a large literature showing that risks and risk changes are not always perceived correctly by individuals, and that individuals have difficulties understanding how probabilities influence risk assessments. It has been proposed that affect (i.e. risk as feelings) may serve as a cue for many important judgments involving risk, and that different representations of risks are associated with affect to varying degrees (Finucane et al., 2000) . Studies by Slovic and colleagues have showed that presentation of risks in the form of frequencies (e.g. 1 out of 100) created more frightening images than probabilities (Slovic et al., 2002) . In addition, Rottenstreich and Hsee (2001) found a more pronounced overweighting of small probabilities relating to affect-rich outcomes compared to affect-poor outcomes. According to Slovic et al. (2002) affective responses occur rapidly and automatically and reliance on such feelings can be characterized as an 'affect heuristic'. Furthermore, research in psychology has demonstrated that numeracy skills have important consequences for judgement and decision making, and that inadequate numeracy may be an important barrier to an individual's understanding of risks. There is evidence that numerate individuals are likely to pay more attention to numbers associated with a risk as they comprehend them better and use them in decisions. On the other hand, the less numerate are likely to be informed more by other sources of information such as emotions, implying that they are more 1 Strictly speaking, a life cannot be saved but can be extended. On the other hand, a fatality can be avoided. susceptible to how messages are framed and how numbers are formatted (Peters et al., 2006; Reyna et al., 2009) .
We extend the current literature on valuation of mortality risk reductions by systematically investigating the potential influence that different presentation formats have on the elicited values.
For this purpose, a three-way split sample discrete choice experiment (DCE) was conducted that include two types of risk information presented either separately or jointly. Respondents were asked to express their WTP for risk reducing initiatives keeping the size of the outcomes constant across splits (all in the context of traffic). To further our understanding of the underlying causes of variation across formats, we investigate whether numerical abilities and affective feelings can explain some of the observed discrepancies in marginal WTP. As a proxy for the former we use subjective numerical skills whereas for the latter, we use survey responses relating to level of concern for traffic accidents.
We find that presentation format significantly affects preferences and that marginal willingness to pay for a risk reduction increases significantly when framed in terms of avoided fatalities compared to corresponding frequencies. Furthermore, we find evidence that the sensitivity to format is impacted by the numerical ability of the respondents as well as their affective reaction.
Materials and methods

Data
The sample was obtained from the Nielsen Company's online panel database in May 2013. The survey sample was representative of the adult Danish population with respect to gender and age. 3600 individuals were invited (by email) to participate in the survey. The response rate in the survey was 17% resulting in a sample of 600 equally split across three treatment groups. For those who started the survey, the completion rate was 77%. Prior to the actual data collection, the survey was tested in an online pilot study (n=200).
The first part of the final questionnaire contained socio-demographic questions as well as questions related to respondents own traffic behaviour including the following question; 'I am very concerned of being in a car accident', measured on a 1-5 point Likert scale ranging from highly disagree (1) to highly agree (5). Information about annual baseline traffic mortality risk was then provided followed by risk communication explaining the corresponding number of lives lost out of 100,000 randomly selected Danish citizens. The full risk communication text can be found in the accompanying online Appendix.
The risk reducing initiative was described as a mandatory public 10-year traffic safety intervention with annual payments and annual risk reductions. The DCE comprised of two attributes; the annual mortality risk reduction and a price attribute (framed as extra taxation). The attributes and levels are shown in Table 1 below. A D-efficient Bayesian design was developed using Ngene software (ChoiceMetrics, 2009) with priors from the pilot study. This led to a final design with a total of 10 choice sets consisting of two hypothetical alternatives (A and B) and one opt-out (i.e. no initiative).
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups that only varied in terms of the representation of the risk reduction. In treatment group FATAL, respondents were given information about the number of fatalities avoided in the given population. In treatment group RISK, respondents were given information about the equivalent absolute change in mortality risk expressed in terms of frequencies of 100,000 individuals, and in treatment group BOTH, respondents were provided with both types of information. By including BOTH we can examine the effect of adding/removing information and not just replacing information, which therefore allows us to assess the relative salience of the two types of information. See Figure 1 for an example of the DCE format for treatment group BOTH. (1) to good numerical skills (10).
Econometric specification
The DCE data were analysed using a mixed logit model (Train, 2009 (1)
Where EFFECT and PRICE are the two attributes, β=(β1,β2,β3) and γ= (γ1,γ2,γ3) are coefficients to be estimated, and εnit is an error term which is assumed to be independent and identically distributed (IID) type I extreme value. The utility function for the opt-out alternative is specified as a linear function of a status-quo constant, interactions between the status-quo constant and RISK and FATAL, and an IID error term 2 . The coefficient on the status quo constant is specified to be normally distributed, which allows for correlation across the choices made by the same respondent.
The remaining coefficients in the model are specified as fixed.
We also estimated a restricted form of the above model without the treatment group interactions, in which the variance of the error term can vary by treatment group. This allowed us to carry out a Likelihood Ratio test of the restricted model versus the unrestricted model in equation (1) testing for parameter homogeneity across the three treatment groups (Swait and Louviere 1993) . These regression results can be found in the online Appendix.
The marginal WTP (MWTP) for a mortality risk reduction (i.e. the marginal rate of substitution between income and risk) can be calculated as the ratios of the estimated parameters. examine further any differences in sensitivity to presentation format across individuals, we perform a series of sub-group analyses in which respondents are categorized according to two explanatory factors; 1) self-assessed numerical skills, and 2) level of concern for being in a traffic accident as a proxy for affective feelings. In keeping with previous findings, we expect the more numerate individuals to be better able to understand the communication of risk and to be less susceptible to how the risk is presented. On the other hand, we expect respondents who express a higher level of concern for traffic accidents to perceive risks to be greater (i.e. acting more in affect) and therefore to be more susceptible to the presentation format. It is important to emphasise that we also expect concerned respondents legitimately to value risk-reducing initiatives higher than less concerned respondents for all presentation formats 3 . Respondents were categorized into two sub-groups
according to their answer to the question on self-assessed numerical skills, with good skills defined as those with skills above the median, i.e. expressing >7 (43%). 4 Similarly respondents were split into two sub-groups according to their concern of being involved in a traffic accident with the very concerned sub-group defined as those expressing 'agree' or 'highly agree' to the question (25%).
Only a small and non-significant correlation (0.0053) was observed between the two generated variables thus resulting in two distinctively defined measures. Two additional models were estimated by adding a full set of interactions between the existing explanatory variables, as described above, and a dummy for either high self-assessed numerical skills or for being concerned about traffic accidents. All models were estimated in Stata using 500 Halton draws to approximate the log-likelihood function. 5
Testing for procedural invariance
The assumption of procedural invariance (Tversky and Thaler, 1990) is tested by examining the effect of different but outcome-equivalent representations of risk reductions on the elicited marginal WTP values. Specifically, we test the following hypothesis;
H0: MWTPFATAL = MWTPRISK
A rejection of the null-hypothesis implies that the two presentation formats lead to different valuations of the same outcome and hence imply differences in VSL estimates. To supplement this main comparison, we also test for any significant difference resulting from combining information about risk and fatalities in the presentation (thereby adding information instead of replacing).
Hence, we test H0: MWTPFATAL = MWTPBOTH and H0: MWTPRISK = MWTPBOTH, respectively.
Including this second step enables us to investigate what type of information respondents base their choices on, and whether this differs across segments. All hypotheses were tested using Wald tests adjusted for clustering at the individual level.
Results
Descriptive statistics can be found in the online Appendix. No significant differences were found with respect to gender, age, household income, number of individuals in household, and proportion with higher education across the three treatment groups (with the exception of age between FATAL and BOTH). Estimated marginal WTP and 95% CIs are reported in Table 2 whereas Table 3 presents the test statistics for our primary and secondary hypotheses. Finally, regression results are reported in Table 4 both for the full sample as well as for respondents segmented according to numerical skills and concerns for traffic accident.
Overall, our results suggest that the marginal WTP estimates are affected by presentation format.
According to the Swait-Louviere test we reject the null hypothesis of parameter homogeneity across the treatment groups. The Wald test rejects our main procedural invariance hypothesis that WTPFATAL = WTPRISK, implying that presenting risks in terms of avoided fatalities or reduced mortality risks (frequency format) significantly influences the trade off between income and risk.
Looking at the size of the estimates we see that WTP values are considerably higher (in most cases more than double) when the risk reduction is framed in terms of fatalities avoided rather than in terms of frequencies. All our findings are robust to conducting separate regression analyses for each treatment group 6 .
INSERT We divided respondents into two sub-groups according to numerical skills and find some interesting patterns. First, we find that both segments are sensitive to the presentation format with larger observed differences in absolute WTP across treatment groups for poorer numerically skilled respondents (here MWTPFATAL is over three times as large as MWTPRISK). Furthermore, for the less numerate, we find no difference between MWTPFATAL and MWTPBOTH but a significant difference (at the 5% level) between MWTPBOTH and MWTPRISK, implying that the following pattern is; MWTPFATAL = MWTPBOTH ≠ MWTPRISK. Our results suggest that additional information about mortality risk, in the form of frequencies, does not alter perceived preferences for this sub-group, indicating that less numerate individuals most likely base their choices on the information about 'avoided fatalities'. In contrast, we do not observe any difference between MWTPRISK and MWTPBOTH for the sub-group of respondents who see themselves as numerate (p=0.92). Hence, these respondents do not appear to be sensitive to the additional inclusion of information about 'avoided fatalities'. This suggests that respondents with high self-perceived numerical skills base their valuation on the risk information when provided with both types of information. Furthermore, 7 As our Wald tests are adjusted for clustering at the individual level this and other reported results should be viewed as conservative in the direction of not detecting significant differences.
we are not able to reject the null-hypotheses of equal WTPs between FATAL and RISK as well as FATAL and BOTH for the numerate respondents suggesting that they overall are less affected by format 8 . Focusing on RISK, we see a relative large difference in marginal WTP according to numerical skills, indicating a pronounced variation in how the two sub-groups comprehend information on risk reductions. Specifically, we observe a significant lower WTP in RISK among the less numerate respondents suggesting a potential underestimation of marginal WTP due to difficulties in understanding changes in frequencies (p=0.12). In our study, we use a question on subjective numerical skills as a proxy for numeracy. Although previous literature has found a correlation between subjective and objective measurements of numeracy (Fagerlin et al., 2007) , inclusion of a validated and more precise measure would have been preferred. Despite this we do observe some interesting and significant differences across samples that are consistent with the accumulating body of literature (referenced previously) demonstrating that peoples' ability to assess risks is correlated with numeracy.
Furthermore, we examined whether the level of concern for being in a car accident influenced sensitivity to presentation format. Our a priori expectation was that more concerned individuals are also more likely to be steered by affect in their decision-making process. To the extent that the FATAL format leads to a more affective reaction we would argue that more concerned respondents would be more sensitive to information on avoided fatalities, thus increasing their WTP when this information is provided; i.e. MWTPFATAL= MWTPBOTH > MWTPRISK. We would also expect to observe the opposite pattern for the less concerned, as they are expected to be less steered by feelings and not as likely to change their answers when provided with additional information about avoided fatalities i.e. MWTPRISK = MWTPBOTH < MWTPFATAL. According to Table 3 , these patterns are confirmed, suggesting that affect is likely to explain part of the overall divergence in the elicited preferences for risk reductions across formats. Furthermore, we find that WTP is higher for the more concerned respondents. This is not surprising as more concerned respondents are likely to value risk-reducing initiatives more strongly. The higher valuation is consistently observed across all three formats, with the largest discrepancy in WTP for BOTH, which reinforces the earlier finding that the two sub-groups rely on different risk information in their valuation. More specifically, concerned respondents focus their attention on the information on avoided fatalities
whereas less concerned encompasses the information on frequencies and thus adjust their valuation accordingly.
TABLE 4 AROUND HERE
In this study, we use a DCE which previously has been externally validated in another public good context (Carlsson and Martinsson, 2001 ) and shown to produce scope sensitivity to risk (Alberini and Ščasný 2011) . In our study, we also find the parameter for the marginal utility of risk to be significant for all sub-samples implying that respondents in general have exhibited sensitivity to scope. Our results thus seem to support previous findings that people in general are capable of making accurate risk comparisons, but differ in their ability to assess risk magnitude and understand risk formats (leading to a biased estimate of true risk exposures) (Reyna et al., 2009) .
Conclusions
The present study contributes to the broad literature on valuation of mortality risk reductions highlighting another source of the observed disparity in VSL estimates found across SP studies (Lindhjem et al., 2011) . We find that the framing of mortality risk plays an important role in the valuation of mortality risk reductions. More specifically, our results demonstrate that describing the effect only in terms of 'avoided fatalities' could be argued to cause an overestimation of respondents' true valuation due to a more affective reaction suggesting that information on avoided fatalities creates more 'frightening images' than information on frequencies. Furthermore, we find that the observed discrepancies at least partly are influenced by numerical ability of the respondents. In particular, our results seem to indicate that less numerate individuals have difficulties comprehending risk information and thus focus their attention on the 'easy-to-evaluate' avoided fatalities information. The same pattern is observed for respondents who express a higher degree of concern for traffic accidents; they too are more susceptible to information about avoided fatalities. We do not intend to postulate that one framing approach is inherently superior to, or less susceptible of bias, than the other. Moreover, our study does not provide an answer on how to mitigate the influence of presentation format on risk valuations. We believe that it is a question for future research to examine whether learning mechanisms (such as a 'rationality spillover device' similar to the one used in Nielsen et al. (2010) ) could help respondents perceive the risks levels in the same way across different presentation formats, or whether respondents ultimately differ in the type of assistance they need in making decisions. Our findings suggest that there is an additional challenge for researchers valuing changes in risks to understand how numerical skills and affect interacts with presentation format to influence the comprehension and use of numbers. This is a finding that should be of broad relevance to all areas where risk information to the public is pivotal, including decisions about the environment and health. 
Tables and figures
Introductory text to DCE
Imagine that the government is considering implementing one of two potential interventions.
Both will reduce the risk of dying in a traffic accident for you, your family and others over the next decade. The intervention could be one of the following:
 more street lightening in mornings and evenings  initiatives to decrease the number of bicycle accidents caused by a lorry turning right when bicyclists are driving straight ahead  better marking of pedestrian walkways and road lanes  better signage
In the following 10 questions, you will be presented with a choice between two different initiatives which will deliver different reductions in the number of fatalities at different prices.
The interventions will for an extra tax payment per household reduce the risk of dying in the traffic. The risk of a traffic accident with non-fatal outcomes will not be reduced by the interventions. We will ask you to choose which of the initiatives you would prefer the government to implement. You can also choose to indicate that the government shouldn't implement any initiatives.
Remember that the risk of dying in a traffic accident as you are presented for in this survey is only one form of risk you face in life. Therefore, we will also ask you to think about how important you think it is to reduce exactly this risk and how much you would be willing to pay out of your household's annual budget over the next decade. 
